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With the help of the sword, Kai slowly rose to his feet. He frowned as he eyed the Black Silver Robe 
members, who were no longer humans.

He glanced at the dark mist rising from every. corner and at the screaming crowd, knowing everyone
would die if the situation continued. At that moment, the martial arts arena functioned like an 
arcane array, trapping everyone in it.
The Black Silver Robe warriors, on the other hand, were indestructible in the arcane array. Suddenly, 
an idea occurred to Kai. The black mist was made of negative energy, which had the potential of 
becoming Kai’s resource of cultivation.
Moreover, the best way to deal with an arcane array was to find its core and annihilate it. Another 
way was to suppress it with an arcane array of a higher level.
At that thought, Kai put away the Dragonslayer Sword and the blood demon’s body. Shutting his 
eyes slightly, he hastily activated Focus Technique, which had a powerful force that drew the dark 
mist into his body.
Immediately, the spiritual energy he had lost was replenished. At the same time, the charm spells he 
inherited from Skywrath Sect flashed through his mind. He needed to find a way to deal with the 
arcane array.
Noting the surrounding dark mist was flowing into Kai’s body, Primero knitted his brows. “Hurry up 
and kill him! Don’t even spare his physical body!”
Just as the Black Silver Robe members were about to attack, Kai’s eyelids suddenly flung open. 
Raging fires could be seen rising in his eyes. “Raging Celestial Flames!”
Suddenly, Kai moved his fingers, and a Disc of Eight Trigrams appeared in the air. Raging fires 
burned on the disk while it expanded, covering the entire martial arts arena.
After that, the flames devoured the dark mist and instantly freed the crowd from its. restraints. 
Feeling the heat from the flames, the Black Silver Robe members began to feel anxious.
After all, they were made of Samadhi true fire. Ordinary fires did not terrify them, but not Samadhi 
true fire, for it was their nemesis.
They did not expect Kai to know about such a complex arcane array. “Run! Hurry, run!” Primero 
bellowed. Suddenly, several shadows came out of the Black Silver Robe members’ bodies.
The spirits were trying to escape before Kai’s Raging Celestial Flames was completely set up. If not, 
they would be destroyed in an instant.
As for the bodies, they had no concern for them. After all, they were already dead. It would be 
useless even if they kept the bodies. Numerous shadows began soaring into the air, preparing to 
flee in various directions.
“Trying to escape, are we?”
Kai’s eyes glinted as he made a grabbing motion in the air and successfully caught one spirit. 
Opening his mouth wide, he sucked the spirit into his body and refined it using Focus Technique.
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The sight filled the other spirits with terror, they dared not stay there any longer and escaped in 
every direction.
Boom! The blazing fire surrounding the martial arts arena rose several feet higher and devoured the 
fleeing spirits in an instant. Shrill screams sliced through the air, and soon, the spirit vanished, 
leaving nothing in the fire.
“What a shame…”
Kai found it a waste to see the spirits burning in the fire. If he could devour them, his capabilities 
could increase a little. As the flames slowly extinguished, the arena returned to its peaceful state.
Only the corpses of the Black Silver Robe members lay silently on the ground.
Kai walked over to Primero’s body, bent over, and removed the brass knuckles from the latter’s 
fingers. It was, after all, a sacred martial arts relic. Any sacred martial arts relic could allow a martial 
arts family to rise in their status in no time.
In fact, Kai had collected two sacred martial arts relics this time. With the two sacred martial arts 
relics, Deragon Sect would rise to another level in their status in the martial arts world.


